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The most powerful energy advisor available
Emberpulse® is an intelligent in-home system,
compatible with all solar systems. Emberpulse®
monitors and advises you how to reduce your
energy costs and earn more from your solar.

It’s guaranteed to find you at least $500 in
energy savings within 3 years.

Never get ripped off by electricity
companies again
Our energy bills have increased over 113% in 10 years and are
among the most expensive in the world. Today you could be
paying up to $1,500 more than you should.
Emberpulse® stops you getting ripped off by comparing
your actual energy usage against the hundreds of energy
plans available. This type of detailed bill analysis has not been
possible until now.
Emberpulse® is a world first product that always ensures
you’re on the best energy plan. It’s the product that the
energy retailers wished didn’t exist.

Guaranteed solar outage protection
Emberpulse® also provides solar monitoring.
Did you know that solar system outages usually
go undiagnosed for up to 4 months, costing
you over $600.
Emberpulse® guarantees to protect your solar
investment by notifying you of an outage – if we
don't, we'll pay you for your lost solar revenue.
This is an offer not available anywhere else.
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Current plan
$1,465 p.a.
New plan
$1,194 p.a.
Savings
$271 p.a.
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So many functions in
one world first system
Designed and developed in Australia and patented
internationally, the Emberpulse® system is your energy
advisor, providing you independent data driven
recommendations for your energy needs.

Cheapest
energy plan

$500 saving
guarantee

24/7 energy
monitoring

Emberpulse® analytics use
YOUR live energy data
to assess against 300+
electricity plans. This
unique analysis ensures
you are always on the
cheapest energy plan†.

Emberpulse® guarantees to
find you $500 in energy
savings over 3 years.

Live monitoring of your
solar generation and home
energy use.
Comprehensive daily, weekly,
monthly or quarterly reports
that detail your home’s
energy use.

(Average saving
$199 per year).

Guaranteed
outage alerts

Real time
notifications

Battery
assessment

Our Solar Sentinel protection
package: we will notify you
of an outage or we’ll pay for
your lost solar revenue#.

Stop guessing when to
use your solar power.
Emberpulse’s coloured
light will advise when it’s
financially best to use/export
your solar power based on
how you use energy, saving
you hundreds each year.

Don’t be duped by expensive
promises. Determining your
home’s battery suitability
isn’t as simple as glancing at
your electricity bill. Rapid
developments in battery
technology make it difficult
to stay current with this
emerging industry.

Remote
home control

Home
automation

Remotely control your home’s
air conditioning, lights and
more via the easy to use
Emberpulse® app^.

Save more money by having
Emberpulse® automate your
major energy loads – e.g. hot
water and pool pumps, by
running them when the cost
of energy is cheapest.

Let Emberpulse® properly
calculate the battery suitability
of your home through assessing
your unique electricity profile;
precisely pinpointing not
only when to invest in battery
storage, but also defining the
best battery storage solution
for your needs.

(Be informed of an
outage before it costs
you over $600).

(Average saving
$215 per year).

We continually assess
developments in the battery
market and ensure that only
the best solution for your
needs is recommended.

Easy installation
A licensed electrician will install and configure
a special meter inside your home’s electrical
fuse box. This communicates wirelessly
with Emberpulse®.

Your home

The Emberpulse® unit is placed inside your
home, so you can view its pulsing real time
energy notifications.

Emberpulse®

The most powerful energy advisor
✔ $500 guaranteed energy savings
✔ Always be on the best electricity plan
✔ Guaranteed solar outage alerts and solar
income protection
✔ Monitor your energy in real time
✔ Remotely control your home’s air
conditioning, lights and other devices
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Use the Emberpulse® app to remotely monitor
and control your home appliances, such as your
air conditioning, lights and more.

Frequently asked questions
What are the installation requirements?

How do I access the Emberpulse® system?

Emberpulse® can be installed in any home that
has a permanent Wi-Fi internet connection.

Access the Emberpulse® system via our Android/
iOS app or via the website emberpulse.com.au

How does Emberpulse® connect to my home?

How often is my energy data updated?
You can view your solar generation and energy
consumption in real time 24/7. You can also setup
notifications to track your solar generation and
energy costs during each billing period.

A licensed electrician will connect Emberpulse®
to a sub-meter in your fuse box in less than
30 minutes.
Does my home need solar power to use the
Emberpulse® system?
No. Emberpulse® can be used to find you the
cheapest energy plan, monitor your energy
consumption and control your home. Soon
Emberpulse® will also assess the value of solar
for your home to assist in making the right
solar system choice for your needs.

How often do I receive energy saving
recommendations?
Emberpulse® continually monitors your energy
profile to find new ways to reduce your energy
costs. This includes better energy plans, battery
storage options and more. You will be notified
of savings as soon as they are available.

Additional comfort and control for your home
Emberpulse’s smart home capability allows you to control your air conditioning, lights and other
smart devices – all from one app. Smart devices available at emberpulse.com

Emberair® allows you to
monitor and control your
home’s air conditioning from
your couch, your workplace
or even while on holiday.

Emberiq® is a smart device
that plugs directly into any
home electrical socket. Any
appliance plugged into
Emberiq® can be monitored
and controlled remotely.

Emberlux® provides a physical
switch for your controllable
lights and appliances. Simply
press the Emberlux® switch
to easily turn lights/devices
on and off.

Book an installation
Purchase Emberpulse®
Call 1300 130 546
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*Based on average Australian 4.2 kWh system with 70% usage. Feed in tariff @ 8c kWh, consumption tariff @ 27c kWh. †Energy plan recommendations selected from a
panel of approved commercial partners. Emberpulse® guarantees to find $500 in savings over 3 years, or we’ll pay you the difference between your identified savings and the
$500 guarantee. ^Control features may require additional equipment. #Emberpulse® system must be active to claim the guarantee. Full details of all terms at emberpulse.com.
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